AN EARLY GOAL FOR AI SYSTEMS
was to provide a response when a user typed a problem description into a computer. With help desks, this classic problem emerges in modern form. One example is when a user enters a complete problem description and expects a program to provide help, often in the form of relevant documents from a database.
The information-retrieval community has extensively addressed such problems. Most versions of solutions involve text-searchbased systems that accept as input a query or limited-length textual phrase, and produce as output a list of potentially relevant documents. 1 Unfortunately, many such systems require substantial storage and computing resources. Also, the document representations and document-matching algorithms they employ can be complicated. Search engines are one embodiment of these systems. Typically, they have an index of most of their stored documents' words, to which they match words from a query. A search algorithm attempting to identically match many input words will not likely find any documents for an exact match. In contrast, a document matcher accepts an entire, new document as input, so the query can have hundreds of words.
In this article, we describe a completely automated Java-based document matcher that accepts an unlimited-length textural structure as input and employs a fast matching algorithm to produce, like a search engine, a ranked list of relevant documents. Our approach requires minimal processing and storage, and is therefore suitable for installation in restricted environments, such as Javacompatible mobile or small desktop computers (the document matcher can run on a large server, as well, but the approach we take here is effective even when resources are relatively scarce). Empirical results show that despite its lightweight algorithms, the method effectively fulfills its predictive-performance goals.
Methods and procedures
A document matcher's objective is to match a new document to old documents and to rank the retrieved documents by assigning a score or relevance. The methodology can take a problem description, which might be just a few words or a long document, and find relevant documents that might provide a solution. An example of an application of this technology is a self-help system for customers or a help-desk tool for customer service representatives. For instance, through a browser tied to the lightweight self-help desk, the customer would enter a problem description and then the document matcher would match the description to the database of previous problems and solutions. If the matcher is able to retrieve the appropriate documents for the customer, it has solved the problem (the customer's query requires no further action). But if the document matcher could not respond appropriately to the customer's query, it assigns a queue for followup, stores the occurrence's details, and emails a description to the database manager.
The lightweight-document-matching meth-
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ods use only some of the document's available elements for searching-its title, any assigned keywords, and any additional special tags, such as product names. Specifically, the document matcher indexes documents in a repository using words only from the following substructures:
1. Document title, and 2. Other keywords extracted from other sources, including manually assigned document tags and k most frequent words in the document body, with stopwords removed and k typically set to a low value, such as 8. (A word is a set of contiguous alphanumeric characters, separated by delimiters such as whitespace or punctuation.)
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the overall process. An offline back-end program processes the documents, using an extensible markup language (XML) to delineate the document's parts relevant to text retrieval and presentation to the end user. Below, we give an example of the markup for a single document. The document matcher back-end produces two data structures from the resulting file:
• A set of local dictionaries containing the words relevant to specific documents. The document matcher typically assigns 8 to 10 keywords for each document. The words are not unique to documents; the same word can appear in many documents.
• A pooled, global dictionary containing a list of all words relevant to any document. This is a unique collection of words.
The XML document contains document-retrieval-relevant information not contained in these two data structures, such as document titles, and possibly application-specific attributes such as component identifiers. A final XML extract document incorporates the local dictionaries' contents with these additional attributes, as we illustrate below. The internal identifiers used by the object embodying the global dictionary represent the words in the local dictionaries. These two data structures-a global dictionary and an extract file representing a set of local dictionaries and additional attributes-are sufficient for the fast document matcher to score new documents. An offline program creates the dictionaries once. They can then be read by an application program that repeatedly matches documents and that can be distributed to multiple users. Figure 1 . Algorithm overview-back-end process.
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Update Table 3 of  matched document  IDs and words For every token that maps to an identifier in Table 1, use Table 2 Table 3 Sort documents by scores in descending order Load global dictionary into Table 1 Create Table 2,  which maps words  to documents   Load  word-weight table  and extract file Output results Figure 2 . Algorithm overview-front-end process.
Given this document representation, the document matcher employs a special scoring function to compare a request, which a user enters as keywords or a natural-language document, to the stored document representations. The output is a ranked list of documents relevant to the problem entered. The document matcher matches words in the new document to words in the global dictionary. Words must match exactly (plurals are mapped to singulars) so that the document matcher can employ a hash table for almost immediate lookup. The global-dictionary words point to the stored documents' local dictionaries.
Each stored document's base score is the number of its local keywords found in the new document. The document matcher then adds a bonus, usually 1, to the base score, for every matched word that also appears in a title or special tags, such as product or release identifier. Furthermore, the document matcher also assigns a bonus equal to a matched word's predictive value. The predictive value of a word is 1/n, where n is the number of stored documents containing that word.
We show an example of a graphical user interface in Figure 3 . In Figure 4 , we show the HTML display the document matcher produces in response to the query. Not all applications require these fields. If the form includes text areas for both a one-line summary and a detailed description, the document matcher can assign a slight bonus to words appearing in the one-line summary, giving extra weight to a title effect.
A comparison to classical information-retrieval methods
Although they might score many words and documents, document matchers use a variation of the classical informationretrieval techniques that search engines use. As one approach, document matchers use words as features and then use informationretrieval techniques, such as nearest neighbors, to score the stored documents by similarity. 2 With thousands of documents and dictionaries of tens of thousands of words, such an approach can be complex.
An alternative is case-based reasoning, where each document is described-typically by humans-in terms of decision rules and scoring criteria (each document needs only a small set of key characteristics to describe it). 3 The system then processes a new document to produce a special format that it can match to the stored representations.
The lightweight document matcher's central theme is to reduce large problems' dimensions, resulting in efficient processing even in restricted environments. Based on the simplicity of case-based reasoning, our document matcher's major characteristics are:
• Given a set of documents, their titles, and possibly keywords, an automatic offline preprocess constructs local dictionaries of relevant words for each document, and a global dictionary of unique keywords.
• The online process uses this information to score the relevance of stored documents to an input query document.
• The scoring algorithm uses the matchedword count as a base score, then assigns bonuses to words with high predictive value. It optionally assigns an extra bonus for words that matched from salient substructures in a document, such as a title, and domain-specific document tags (for example, specific product or release identification associated with a document).
Contrasted to classical information retrieval, our approach involves: 2. Exact word match with synonyms and no stemming except for plurals, and 3. Reduced indexing with no document frequencies.
Equations 1 and 2 summarize the classical cosine approach to scoring. 4 Each equation weights a term W dk by tf (term frequency-each word's frequency in a document), and idf (inverse document frequency-the number of times, n k , the k -th word appears in a document in a collection of N documents). This computation is more complicated than simple additive scoring and requires frequency-information storage. Scoring is a variation of finding the nearest neighbors to Q-a new document that the document matcher matches to stored documents D-computing a match score according to Equation 1. Our additive count is analogous to the cosine formula: our bonus is a form of idf. Equation 1's denominator normalizes the computation, while our measures are relatively normalized with a count of 1 for each positive word match and a maximum of 1 for the bonus. The main difference is the term frequency, where we just check for presence or absence of key-or high-frequency words. Term frequency helps with recall of documents that otherwise might be less important. The simple positive score has the great advantage of scoring transparency, leaving the user with a clear explanation, in terms of identified keywords, for a matched document's retrieval.
(1) (2) Our second attribute is greater reliance on exact matching of individual words without stemming-without substring and commonroot matching. This is only justified when the feature space is reduced from full indexing.
Reduced indexing is the greatest and most important technique for reducing complexity and application dimensions. The number of documents the document matcher references, the computations it needs for matching many words, and the storage requirements all grow dramatically with full indexing. Table 1 compares partial with full indexing for two applications. Using reduced indexing, the Glimpse system greatly reduces disk storage, with some additional computation for finding substring matches in text. 5 Like the Glimpse system, our lightweight document matcher also uses a greatly reduced inverted index, which we use as the basis of all matching without any additional computation.
Results
Our goal is to build a document matcher that is both lightweight and predictive. Table  2 describes various program-performance measures for one of our help-desk applications. With a previous-generation laptop, the application achieved a nearly 20,000-document capacity and readily matched new documents in real-time.
Excellent capacity and runtime performance does not imply good predictive performance. We did two predictive-capability evaluations. In one, the help-desk-application customer did his own small, yet independent, evaluation. He created 10 scenarios with brief problem statements. The human experts preselected the stored document they considered to contain the correct solution. They concluded that for 7 of the 10 problems, the lightweight document matcher found the correct answer in 1 of its top 10 document matches.
A more carefully controlled predictivecapability evaluation compares performance of text categorization. These tasks allow for training on labeled documents, and the program assigns new documents to one of a set on predefined topics. The literature on this task is extensive; researchers have developed many different methods and measured their predictive performances. 6, 7 We evaluated the lightweight document matcher's scoring procedures on the wellknown Reuters-21578 benchmark for text categorization. 8 We used the Mod-Apte benchmark variation with 9,603 training documents and 3,299 test documents. Reuters labeled these documents; each document was assigned one of 93 topics. The document matcher scored documents by simply counting the dictionary words that appeared in both a training and test document, plus the bonus for those matched words' predictive value.
The standard evaluation criterion for the Reuters benchmark is the break-even pointthe point at which precision equals recall on independent test documents. Given a binary classification problem of topic versus nottopic, recall is the ratio of correct-topic cases per total-topic cases. Precision is correct-topic cases per total-predicted-topic cases. If we sum these measures' three individual components over all topics, we can compute an overall measure of performance. To obtain the break-even point, the experimenter artificially adjusts the decision threshold of a classifier. For our purposes, we need only a rough performance estimate, and we average precision and recall. The best reported break-even point is nearly 88%, 7 and the reported result for nearest-neighbor methods with cosine distance is about 82% with 30 nearest neighbors for each category and a 10,000-word dictionary. 9 Figure 5 summarizes the results for different dictionary sizes and numbers of matches the matcher accepted as correct. The 2,133-word dictionary is identical to the one we used to achieve the benchmark 88% result. 7 The program forms the 543-word dictionary using the same procedures as for the 2,133-word dictionary. Both use the most frequent words found for each topic: the larger dictionary uses the 150 most frequent words, the smaller, the 50 most frequent words. We removed stopwords-words known to be weakly predictive, such as pronouns-prior to completing the final dictionary. The program indexed all documents with all words. When any of the top-k documents was the correct class, the tester marks the answer correct. Figure 6 displays the increase in accuracy as the number of allowed top matches increases. To solve the Reuters categorization problem, clearly the program can only give one answer as a result. As shown in Figure 6 , the document matcher found the top-k matching documents and a test document's label was marked as answered correctly if it appeared in any of the top-k matches. To provide a unique answer, the strongest approach is to accept the label that has the highest frequency among the top-k matched documents, not just the top-ranked document's label. This is k-nearest-neighbor scoring for our additive score-which computes distance only for words occurring in both the test document and its matched documents-as a distance measure,. To avoid top-10 ties for dichotomous classification, we found the top-11 documents for each test document. Using the same 2,133 dictionary, the breakeven predictive performance was 79%. The result for the cosine distance measure, which also computes over positive-word matches, was 82%. This result matches the previously published result, but uses a far smaller dictionary and unstemmed words.
IN AN AGE OF DISTRIBUTED AND
pervasive computing, many programs will run on smaller capacity machines requiring lightweight algorithms and data representations. By combining relatively lightweight approaches, we produced a solution that computes efficiently even in restricted environments. In our recent applications, the typical size of documents in the repositories was in the 20,000-word range. For one help-desk application, the entire system easily resides on a laptop, requiring only about 50 Mbytes of disk space to store and search documents.
As for predictive performance, we deemed the results surprisingly good. On systems that train on labeled data, the lightweight algorithm gives reasonable predictive performance for classification problems requiring a unique answer. 10 Performance for a simple additive score of positive word-matches is only slightly weaker than nearest-neighbor methods that compute the more complex cosine distance over fully indexed documents. However, in our expected application environment for document matching, multiple answers will be satisfactory, and the user can intervene and discriminate among the top document choices, filtering the strong responses from the weak. Experimental results support the idea that for any reasonable scoring method, some good answers are likely to appear in a top-10 set of potential document matches.
The fast document matcher seems to be an ideal solution component for building helpdesk and retrieval systems for mobile computing or for the expected proliferation of distributed computers and network appliances. 
